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The role of the spin polarization in x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism spectra of itinerant magnets
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Abstract. The spectral shape of the 2p x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in 3d
metallic magnets is shown to change systematically as a function of spin polarization. Using an
independent-particle model we can obtain the line shape by adding up the individual contributions
from each of the ground-state moments. It is found that the charge distribution and the magnetism
have completely different influences on the spectral shape.

The physics of magnetic phenomena such as perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, giant
magnetoresistance and oscillatory exchange coupling in thin films and multilayers composed
of different magnetic materials is currently under intense investigation. This is strongly
motivated by technological applications in magneto-optical recording devices and magnetic
sensors. Furthermore, recent experimental and theoretical advances in x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (XMCD) have made it possible to separate the spin and orbital
contributions to the magnetic moments of each element in a composite material. Theoretical
sum rules relate the integrated difference signal in absorption between left and right circularly
polarized x-rays at the 2p absorption edges to ground-state magnetic moments of 3d
transition metals [1–4]. However, the information contained in the detailed structure of
these spectra has been largely ignored so far although recent measurements across the 3d
transition-metal series show large changes in the line shape [5, 6].

In a lucid picture the 2p XMCD process can be visualized by a two-step model [7].
The core level is split intoj = 3

2 and 1
2 states where spin and orbit are coupled parallel

and antiparallel, respectively. In the first step the emission with the light helicity vector
parallel (antiparallel) to the 2p orbital moment results in photoelectrons of preferred spin
up (down) direction. In the second step these photoelectrons have to find their place in
the valence band, and if there are fewer spin-up than spin-down holes available the XMCD
spectrum will show a net negative 2p3/2 and positive 2p1/2 peak. However, such a picture
does not explain why, e.g., in high-resolution Fe spectra the 2p3/2 peak is asymmetric and
displays a positive tail at the high-energy side [8]. This tail is absent from the 2p1/2 peak,
whereas from an itinerant model one might naively expect a similar line shape as in the
2p3/2 peak. Measurements, such as on ferromagnetic Mn, Cr and V thin layers, show that
with reduced d count the line shape becomes even more asymmetric [5]. Although the
additional information lying dormant in the spectra would be very useful—if only to verify
the sum rule results—to date no systematic analysis has been established to reveal the origin
of the spectral variations.
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Figure 1. A schematic picture showing the origin of the line shape changes. The large 2p spin–
orbit interaction together with a small exchange fieldHs from the 3d electrons give coupled
states, such as indicated at the upper- and lower-energy sides of eachj level. This results in
strongly different 2p XMCD spectra for a valence band with no spin polarization (full line), 50%
spin polarization (dashed line), and complete spin polarization (dash–dotted line). Ground-state
moments other than the spin moment have been taken equal to zero.

In this letter we will present a simple model to explain the 2p line shape variations. We
show that by studying the influence of the ground-state moments it is possible to account
for the aforementioned effects. The essence of the model is shown in figure 1. Apart from
the strong core hole spin–orbit interaction which couples the spin and the orbit parallel or
antiparallel in the twoj levels, we consider a small exchange interaction which couples
the spin of the core hole either net parallel or antiparallel to that of the valence electrons.
In the presence of an applied magnetic fieldHs , spin-up states will be at a higher photon
energy than spin-down states. Figure 1 shows the coupling for the states at the upper- and
lower-energy sides of eachj level. In the absence of an orbital moment in the valence
band, the XMCD signal is proportional to the expectation value of the core hole orbital
moment [9]. When a core electron is excited into a level with no spin polarization we
expect, similar to the case of photoemission, a dichroic signal with the same sign as the
orbital moment of the created core hole. This spectrum is shown in figure 1 by the full
line. On the other hand, when only spin-down holes are accessible in the valence band we
will, due to spin conservation, observe a spectrum as given by the dash–dotted line. The
dotted spectrum gives the intermediate situation with a spin polarization of 0.5. It is noted
that this model is qualitatively correct for localized materials with core–valence exchange
interaction as well as for itinerant materials with an effective spin field on the core levels.
In ionic and covalent compounds the detailed line shape has been successfully explained in
terms of multiplet and satellite structure [10], so we will restrict ourselves here to itinerant
ferromagnets. The core spectra of these materials can be described, to first order, by an
independent-particle model, possible refined by electron-correlation effects [9, 11]. We will
show how to obtainquantitativeinformation about the net 3d spin polarization from such
a model, and we will also quantify the influence of the other ground-state moments on the
spectrum.

The ground state of a material can be characterized by the multipole moments〈wxyz〉,
where the orbital momentx and the spin momenty are coupled to a total momentz [12].
This notation will allow a systematic classification, which is well worth the initial confusion
of the unfamiliar reader. Moments with evenx describe the shape of the charge distribution
and moments with oddx describe an orbital motion. An underscore signifies that the
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moment is taken not over the electrons but over theholes, which is required for x-ray
absorption. Thus〈w000〉 = nh gives the number of holes. Further, the 3d shell contains
the spin–orbit coupling〈w110〉 = −∑i li · si , the orbital magnetic moment〈w101〉 = Lz/2,
the spin magnetic moment〈w011〉 = 2Sz, the ‘magnetic dipole’ term〈w211〉 = 7Tz/2 and
the quadrupole moment〈w202〉 = −Qzz/2. An advantage of the advocatedw-tensors is the
normalization, i.e.〈wxyz〉 = (−)z for a ground state with a single hole, i.e. d9.

We recall that for an electron from a core levelc, 1
2, j with orbital, spin and angular

componentsγ, σ, m the transition probability into an incompletely filled valence shelll with
orbital componentsλ using q-polarized electric dipole radiation along the magnetization
direction is given by an operator [2, 13]

Tq =
∑
γ σ

(−)l+j−λ−m
(
l 1 c

−λ q γ

)(
j 1

2 c

−m σ γ

)
l
†
λσ jmσ (1)

wherel†λσ is a creation operator,jmσ is an annihilation operator, and the factors represented
by the parenthesis are 3jm coefficients. Reduced-matrix elements leading only to an overall
scaling have been omitted. This gives the x-ray absorption spectrum withq-polarized light
of frequencyω for a ground state|g〉 and final states|f 〉 as

Iq(ω) =
〈
g|T †q |f

〉〈
f |Tq |g

〉
δ
(
Ef − ω − Eg

)
(2)

and the XMCD signal isI = I1− I−1.
It is straightforward to express the dichroic signal of thejm final states as a linear

combination of ground-state moments [14]

Ijm =
∑
xyz

〈
wxyz

〉
C
xyz

jm (3)

where the coefficientsCxyzjm give the probability to create a core hole with quantum numbers
jm for a ground state moment〈wxyz〉 equal to unity.

To expand the signal of aj level in multipole momentsr we write

C
xyz

jm =
∑
r

C
xyzr

j urjm (4)

where them-dependence is contained in

urjm ≡ (2r + 1)(−)j−mnjr
(
j r j

−m 0 m

)
(5)

wherenjr ≡
(
j r j

−j 0 j

)
. This normalization has been chosen such that

∑
m u

r
jm = δr0

and
∑

r=0,2j u
r
jj = 1. Substitution of (4) into (3) gives

Ijm =
∑
xyz

〈
wxyz

〉∑
r

C
xyzr

j urjm (6)

so the coefficientsCxyzrj give the probability of creating a core hole with multipole moment
r in the j level for unit ground state moments〈wxyz〉. Substitution of (5) and (6) into the
definition of therth moment of thej level, I (r)j , allows us to write the latter as a function
of ground-state moments,

I
(r)
j ≡ n−1

jr

∑
m

Ijm(−)j−m
(
j r j

−m 0 m

)
=
∑
xyz

〈
wxyz

〉
C
xyzr

j . (7)

The intensities of thejm sublevels can be calculated from (1) and (2). The resulting
coefficientsCxyzjm for each d-shell moment〈wxyz〉 in the p→ d XMCD is given in table 1,
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together with the expressions for
∑

r C
xyzr

j urjm obtained using (4) and (5). From table 1 it is
clear that ground moments with even (odd)z induce only odd (even) momentsr. The sum
rules are also immediately obvious. Since summation overm givesu0

j = 1 andur 6=0
j = 0,

the signal integrated over both edges isI (0)3/2 + I (0)1/2 = 3〈w101〉 and the weighted difference

is I (0)3/2− 2I (0)1/2 = 〈w011〉 + 2〈w211〉.

Table 1. CoefficientsCxyzjm of the jm sublevels and resulting expressions
∑
r C

xyzr

j urjm of the
j levels for unit ground-state moments〈wxyz〉 in the p→ d magnetic circular dichroism. The
w-tensors are also expressed in traditional notation.

w000 w110 w101 w011 w211 w202

j m nh −l · s Lz/2 2Sz 7Tz/2 −Qzz/2

3
2 ,− 3

2 − 1
4 − 1

5
3
5

1
4

1
5 − 1

2
3
2 ,− 1

2 − 1
12 − 1

15
2
5 − 1

12
2

15 − 1
6

3
2 ,+ 1

2
1

12
1

15
2
5 − 1

12
2

15
1
6

3
2 ,+ 3

2
1
4

1
5

3
5

1
4

1
5

1
2

1
2 ,+ 1

2
1
6 − 1

6
1
2 − 1

6 − 1
3

1
3

1
2 ,− 1

2 − 1
6

1
6

1
2 − 1

6 − 1
3 − 1

3
3
2

5
9u

1 4
9u

1 2u0 + 2
5u

2 1
3u

0 + 2
3u

2 2
3u

0 + 2
15u

2 10
9 u

1

1
2

1
3u

1 − 1
3u

1 u0 − 1
3u

0 − 2
3u

0 2
3u

1

For the line shape of the spectra we need to know both the intensity distribution and the
energy distribution over thejm levels. If we assume an independent-particle model [9, 11],
eachj level is split by an effective exchange fieldHs into 2j + 1 sublevels with energy
positions

Ejm = Hsmj (j + 1)+ s(s + 1)− l(l + 1)

2j (j + 1)
. (8)

Since the spectral distribution isIjm(ω) = Ijmδ(Ejm − ω − Eg) with a constant energy
spacingHs/3 of the sublevels in bothj levels, the conversion from multipole moments to
spectral moments is easy. The main thing to watch is that the energy sequence of them

sublevels in thej = 1
2 is reversed compared to that in thej = 3

2 level, so that odd moments
of thej = 1

2 level reverse in sign. The separate contributions to the spectra can be obtained
directly from table 1 and are shown in figure 2 normalized per unit(−)z〈wxyz〉. Operators
with odd z give a symmetric signal for eachj level, whereas operators with evenz give
an antisymmetric signal. The moments withz = 1 are of special interest because they
match the moment transferred by the photon in circular dichroism. As expected from the
sum rules the operatorw101 gives a statistical distribution over thej levels (∝2j + 1). The
operatorsw011 andw211 will not change the total intensity but transfer intensity between
the two j levels. From figure 2 it can be checked that thej = 1

2 signal disappears when
〈w101〉 = 〈w011〉 = 〈w211〉. This is in agreement with thejj coupled sum rule [15], which
states that the p1/2 signal is proportional to thejz component of the ground-state d3/2 level,
which is zero under the given conditions. Operators withz 6= 1 can only shift the intensity
within a j level. All moments give a negative signal at the low-energy side of thej = 3

2
peak.

When the values of the d-shell moments are known, the 2p spectrum can be obtained
from (3) by simply adding up all the contributions with their relative weights. In figure 2 it
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Figure 2. Separate contributions to the 2p XMCD for the 3d ground-state moments(−)z〈wxyz〉.
Each signal is given for a moment equal to one. Core spin–orbit parameterζ(2p) = 8 eV,
exchange fieldHs = 0.9 eV. The signals of thejm levels, given by the sticks, have been
convoluted with a Lorentzian of0 = 0.9 eV.

is seen that, if all moments had the same value, the shape of the spectrum would be strongly
dominated by the orbital moment〈w101〉. However, in a solid the orbital moment is usually
quenched, so other moments will become important. In itinerant 3d magnets〈w110〉 and
〈w101〉 are often an order of magnitude smaller than〈w000〉 and〈w011〉. The moments〈w211〉
and 〈w202〉 vanish in cubic systems, but can become relatively important at the surface
where the symmetry is broken. Therefore, the shape of the dichroism spectrum is primarily
determined only by the 3d spin polarizationPs ≡ (n↑ − n↓)/(n↑ + n↓) = −〈w011〉/〈w000〉.
For Ps = 0 the spectrum is equal to that of〈w000〉, which is given in figure 2 and which
exhibits completely antisymmetric peaks. An additional contribution from〈w011〉 will result
in more symmetric peaks. If we neglect the other moments the relative peak asymmetry,
I
(1)
j /I

(0)
j , as obtained from table 1, is equal to−5/(3Ps) and−1/Ps for the j = 3

2 and
1
2 levels, respectively. Thus the peak asymmetry is inversely proportional to the spin
polarization with a larger coefficient for thej = 3

2 level in agreement with experimental
results [5–8]. Hard ferromagnets, such as nickel with an almost completely filled majority
spin band, will display very symmetric peaks, while soft ferromagnetics, such as ultra-thin
overlayers of Mn and Cr, display dispersive-like structures. However, the other moments
also play a role, albeit less pronounced. As a realistic example we show in figure 3
the calculated spectra for a ground state withper hole 〈w110〉 = 0.15, 〈w101〉 = −0.03,
〈w211〉 = −0.01, and〈w202〉 = 0.01 for different values ofPs . The results confirm clearly
the intuitive picture given in figure 1. The difference between the curves in figure 1 and
those in figure 3 forPs = 0, 0.5, and 1 is due to the influence of the spin–orbit coupling
and the orbital magnetic moment.

As mentioned in the introduction, to a first approximation, the exchange interaction in
an atomic model acts in a similar manner to the exchange field in a one-particle model.
However, a strong core hole interaction due to localization of the d states can induce satellite
structure, as in the case of nickel [16], or multiplet structure, as in Mn [5]. The above
model is then no longer adequate and one has to take the core hole interaction implicitly
into account [10].
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Figure 3. The 2p XMCD for different 3d spin polarizationsPs = −〈w011〉/〈w000〉 and a
spin–orbit interaction〈w110〉 = 0.15, orbital moment〈w101〉 = −0.03, magnetic dipole term
〈w211〉 = −0.01, and quadrupole moment〈w202〉 = 0.01 per hole. ζ(2p) = 8 eV,Hs = 0.9 eV,
and Lorentzian line broadening0 = 0.9 eV.

Summarizing, we have shown that the line shape of the x-ray magnetic dichroism
spectrum is primarily determined by the net spin polarization in the valence band, with
other ground-state moments playing a less prominent role. In a given spectrum we can
easily separate the ground-state moments with evenz from those with oddz, because
they induce odd and even spectral moments, respectively. Sometimes it will even be
possible to separate the individual ground-state moments, because of their different relative
contributions at eachjm sublevel. In a carefully designed experiment, e.g. on epitaxially
grown thin films of different thicknesses, it might even be possible to separate the magnetic
dipole term from the spin magnetic moment. Finally, the described model provides insight
into the influence of the ground-state properties on the spectrum. This will also greatly
simplify any calculational fit of the spectrum since it removes the need for a large number
of calculations trying different parameter sets.
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